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Welcome to Week #10

Hi Sherpas!

Before we get started with this week’s training, I want to encourage 
you to do something…

Always remain a student of copywriting!

No great copywriter ever stops learning and working on improving their craft. They 
practice, they research, and they pay attention to what others are doing. Never settle!

Here are several ways to exercise your copywriting muscle:

• Opt-in to lists and pay attention to what others are doing in your niche. Study them!

• Create swipe files and save examples that you come across and love to use for 
inspiration.

• Practice writing! I like to take mediocre copy I come across and rework it just for my 
own practice.

• Read headlines from magazine ads and newspapers. They’re still relevant!

Now let ’s get into the meat and potatoes of what this week’s training is all about:

STRATEGIES TO ACQUIRE CLIENTS 

There are two parts to this…

• How to Attract Clients - Things you can do to generate interest in your services that 
don’t involve using paid ads or cold-calling prospects.

• How to Land Clients - The process I follow in my business to convert a prospect into 
a high-ticket copywriting client. 

I ’m going to be sharing with you what it is that I have done in my business as well as 
share some great strategies for you to consider.

Let ’s dive in!

Tina Lorenz

©Copyright Tina Lorenz 2019
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HOW TO ATTRACT CLIENTS 

NETWORKING AT EVENTS
The #1 way I have attracted new clients, aside from testimonials and referrals, is 
by attending in-person events.

Attend conferences and events that your ideal client attends! 

The investment to attend the right types of conferences can often pay you back 
10x from just one client.

• Join the community (i.e. email list and Facebook group) ahead of the event to 
know who will be there and get a feel for who you want to meet.

• Make the intention and/or set a goal for the event. Don’t just go on a wish and 
a prayer, go with a plan!

• Actively introduce yourself at these events - even if it ’s hard!

An easy way to engage in conversation is to make it about them! Focus on who 
you’re talking with and find ways to offer value to the conversation.

• Get contact information of those you meet, and follow up quickly after the 
event ends.

• Better yet, make plans during the event and get a date and time for a followup 
call.

• Tip: don’t get into the “budget” question here. Make the human connection first!

Offline & Online 

Techniques that Work!1

MAKE A LIST OF TARGET EVENTS TO CONSIDER ATTENDING
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HOW TO ATTRACT CLIENTS 

NETWORKING ON FACEBOOK
Facebook Groups can be a great way to connect with potential clients! It ’s all 
about finding the right groups to join and participating in the right way.

Before you start networking on Facebook, you first need to make sure your profile 
is optimized and working for you. 

• Get a great cover photo, profile photo, link to your 
website, and include several posts on your recent 
timeline that are business/copy related. 

• Research groups in your target niche to join using 
FB search.

• Find groups with 1000-20,000 people that have at 
least 5+ posts per day.

• The larger groups (20k+) are OK to join, but it ’s 
harder to make real connections in them.

• Read each group’s guidelines before posting so you play by their rules. You are 
a guest!

• Be helpful. Focus on commenting on posts and offering your insight on 
a specific person’s question or post rather than submitting posts to get 
attention.

• Don’t limit your involvement to commenting on just copy-related questions or 
posts. Engage, be human, and make genuine connections.

Your goal should be to get as many people as possible curious about you and what 
you do that they click through to your profile to check you out.

And then once someone gets on your profile, your goal is to then get them to click 
through to your website where they ’ll inquire about booking a call with you.

2
Offline & Online 

Techniques that Work!

MAKE A LIST OF FACEBOOK GROUPS TO JOIN
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HOW TO ATTRACT CLIENTS 

DON’T FORGET LINKEDIN! 
Why you should optimize your profile on LinkedIn:

• 41% of all millionaires use LinkedIn.

• 91% of marketing execs say LinkedIn is the top place to find quality content.

• In excess of 61 million senior level influencers are LinkedIn users, 40 million of 
which are in positions to make decisions.

• 50% of ALL social traffic that goes to B2B blogs and websites is 
from LinkedIn.

• The #1 channel used for the distribution of content by B2B 
marketers is LinkedIn at 94%.

In short, if you’re active and optimized on LinkedIn, you will be 
seen, heard, and potentially hired from LinkedIn! 
Check Out Bio Builder Secrets to Learn...

• How to set up your profile in a way that attracts clients

• How to leverage LinkedIn and its publishing tools to gain 
visibility 

CREATE A CASE STUDY TO PROMOTE  
This is a great strategy to employ if you do not yet have a ton of great testimonials to 
share with potential clients.

• Approach a business in your target niche that you’ve identified has room to 
improve with their copy (pick one: emails, sales page, webinar, etc).

• Agree to help a them for free in exchange for their willingness to allow you to 
take any great results you help them get and use it in a case study that you 
promote.

• Get stats from this business before you rewrite any copy (open rates, click 
through rates, conversion rates, etc).  

• Get updated stats from the business a few weeks after your re-write.

• If your copy improved their conversions, use this as your case study proof to 
show potential clients what you can do for them.

• Share your case study as a blog post from your site and/or a video. 

• Promote your case study from your Facebook profile, LinkedIn profile, etc. 
(even consider using it as your website url link…)

Offline & Online 

Techniques that Work!

BIO BUILDER SECRETSTap Into the LinkedIn Goldmine

3

4
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HOW TO LAND CLIENTS

OFFER FREE CONSULTATIONS
Once you start networking at events and online, you will start receiving a lot of 
interest in what you do and how you can help people.

Your first step - before distributing proposals - is to meet with prospects to see if 
you’re a potential fit for one another.

• Think of this as just grabbing a cup of coffee, rather than dinner and a movie!

• Use an online scheduler like Calendly or Acuity to allow prospects to book a 
consultation with you. 

• Be clear on your booking page that these are limited to 20-30 minutes max and 
that the purpose is to discuss their copywriting needs.

• During the call, f ind out what they ’re looking to accomplish and offer a few 
valuable tips that will help them. But don’t give away the farm!

Your goal with this call is to determine if they’d be a good client and 
to get them interested in working with you!

SELL A PAID CONSULTATION
Many potential clients will likely expect a proposal to come out of your free 
consultation, but there are several reasons why that is a bad idea:

• Your potential client likely doesn’t understand exactly what it is that they 
need, which means you will not have enough information to create an accurate 
proposal.

• A 20-30 minute call is not enough time to assess whether this potential client 
would be a good fit for you (and vice-versa).

• You want to limit your proposals to only those with a very high likelihood 
of doing business with you - otherwise you will spend all your time writing 
proposals!

& make your services and what 

you offer all but irresistible!
1

2
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HOW TO LAND CLIENTS

SELL A PAID CONSULTATION (cont.)

Instead of going straight from a free consult to a proposal, sell them on 
doing a paid consultation, or a “Copywriting Strategy Intensive”.

This is where you will spend several hours with this potential client to go over 
their marketing in order to comprehensively strategize and map out their 
copywriting needs.

CHARGE FOR THIS SERVICE. 

From this intensive, you will have enough information to deliver a comprehensive 
report to the client, which doubles as a proposal.  

• You can charge anywhere between $500 - $1500 for this service.

• Offer to deduct a portion of that fee if they end up hiring you as a copywriter 
(optional).

• You can do this over the internet and meet via Zoom where you can record it.

• Share the replay of the recording and/or get the recording transcribed for 
additional value to your client.

• During this 2-3 hour meeting, outline the client ’s marketing needs (i.e. their 
funnel) and strategize exactly what copywriting needs are for each step.

• Use this time to interview your client in order to get a sense of their story, their 
voice (i.e. how they communicate with their customers), and to strategize on 
hooks and offers. 

& make your services and what 

you offer all but irresistible!

2
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HOW TO LAND CLIENTS

SELL A PAID CONSULTATION (cont.)

HOW TO HELP YOUR POTENTIAL CLIENT UNDERSTAND THE BENEFIT OF DOING 
AN INTENSIVE:

• If they object due to time, show them how your time together will save them 
hundreds, if not thousands of hours.

• If they object to the cost, show them how this roadmap will save them 
thousands of dollars in the long run.

• If they are on the fence about hiring out copywriting (vs. doing it in-house), it ’ll 
be easy to show them that this guided roadmap is setting them up for success 
even if they decide not to hire you (and you’ll still make money!)

And if they push back and say that they just want a proposal to know how much 
their copywriting will cost, you need to get them to see that getting an accurate 

proposal from a 20 minute call is impossible.

Let them know that they’re free to go get a generic, 
unrepresentative proposal anywhere. 

But if they want to work with someone who genuinely cares about understanding 
their business, and who is committed to writing copy that will reflect that and 

convert, that this is your process.

And that this is the only process they should 
consider, regardless of whether they want to work with 

you or not.

& make your services and what 

you offer all but irresistible!

2
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HOW TO LAND CLIENTS

3 PARTS OF YOUR COPYWRITING INTENSIVE
1. Pre-Intensive Questionnaire

• Send your Intensive client a comprehensive questionnaire about their
marketing and copy needs ahead of time.

• Their answers to these questions should give you big picture information
about the business as well as an intimate look into what they ’re looking to
accomplish with their marketing.

• Check out the questions template at the end of this workbook!

2. Your two hour intensive

• Make sure you schedule at least 2 hours with the business, even if you don’t 
think you’ll need that much time.

• Use Zoom if possible so you can “see” each other and so you can share your 
screen and/or slides if you prepare any.

• If you ask the right questions in your pre-intensive questionnaire, then the call 
is primarily going over those questions and elaborating and/or fleshing them 
out more.

• Record the call (Zoom does this automatically) and share the replay with your 
intensive client.

3. Deliver your “report” (that includes your proposal)

• When you are done with your call, summarize your discussion, add in your
insight, and create a copy roadmap for their business. Walk them through their
funnel step-by-step and detail what you’ll create and where.

• Include a lot of detail! Not only did they pay for this, but once they see all that
is involved, they ’ll be eager to hire you to do it!

• Check out the sample report & proposals at the end of this workbook!

& make your services and what

you offer all but irresistible!
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YOUR HOMEWORK This Week

• If you haven’t already done so, decide what niche you’re going to focus on
and who you are going to serve with your copywriting business.

• Research 3-5 different industry events that your ideal customer attends.

• Find out when and where these events are, and how much they are to
attend.

• Join any associated Facebook groups for these events and/or sign up to
receive their emails so you can start to be a part of the community.

• Research 3-5 different Facebook Groups that your ideal customer likely
belongs to.

• Request to join these groups and begin to engage in them.

• Update your LinkedIn profile

• Set your intention: Mark a date on your calendar to acquire your first (or
second) copywriting client and write out a paragraph detailing what you are
going to do to get this client.

• Post this in the Facebook Group to inspire us all and to make yourself
accountable to this goal.

NOTES:
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QUESTIONNAIRE Idea Bank

When you set up a Strategic Copywriting Intensive with a potential client, you’re going 
to want to have them provide you with detailed information about their business, which 
will help you write their copy.

The following is a example list of questions you may want to consider asking, but come 
up with your own as well! This takes practice, but you’ll eventually learn what questions 
matter to you when it comes to interviewing your clients and getting to the bottom of 
how you can create highly effective copy for them!

I like to put these questions into a Google Form and have my clients complete the ques-
tions online ahead of our call. How you have them complete your questionnaire is up to 
you.

BIG PICTURE
• What is your primary business goal for the next 6-12 months.

• What is your brand/business/offer?

• It would sure be great if....

• Brand position and promise

ABOUT THEIR ONLINE BUSINESS:
• List links to your websites and funnels.

• List links to your social media profiles and free Facebook groups

• List links to any sales pages you have for your offers.

• List links to any free offers you currently have.

• List links to your top competitors

ABOUT THEIR OFFERS
• What product or service brings your business the most revenue?

• What product or service brings in the least amount of revenue

• What is your monthly financial goal?

DEMOGRAPHICS
• How do you describe your ideal clients/customers?

COPYWRITING
• Have you worked with a copywriter before?

Do you split test headlines and copy when presenting offers to your audience?

• What aspect of “your story” do you think resonates most with your audience?

• Anything else that ’s relevant to your business, your customers, or your copy that you
think is relevant for me to know?
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SAMPLE Proposal #1

The following is the proposal I created after a paid consultation that was done over 
the phone.

Tina Lorenz  (###)###-#### 
results@tinawrites.com 

BBL Forum Proposal 

TARGET:  TO ESTABLISH A COMPELLING HEADLINE FOR EXISTING 
WEBSITE, LAUNCH A THREE-PRONGED EMAIL CAMPAIGN, PREPARE 
NEW DM LETTER FOR LIST MAILING, RECREATE BROCHURE COPY, AND 
GENERATE HEADLINES FOR NEW WHITE PAGE REPORTS. 

• To increase paid memberships for BBL Forum.
• To increase awareness of the group mission of building

extraordinary businesses that honor God.
• To target CEO’s, Presidents, and Business Owners of companies that exceed

$1 Million in sales revenue.

CHALLENGES: TO INCREASE ACCURACY OF REFERRALS TO SELF-
IDENTIFY CHRISTIAN ORIENTATION TO BUSINESS, AND TO ELICIT 
ACTIVE RESPONSE LEADING TO ONE-ON-ONE INTERACTION. 

IMMEDATE STEPS: 

1. Identify individuals who adhere to Christian principles that will benefit from BBL
membership.

2. Fully identify and develop BBL’s unique USP.
3. Full elicitation of benefits of BBL membership.
4. Develop active encouragement for prospective members.
5. Secure testimonials from active BBL membership base.

FINANCIAL: 

This job will require finesse and skillful inclusion of Christian terminology and reference 
points, such as appropriate scriptures. I will dedicate the majority of my February 
schedule to this end if entire project is committed. 

A major shift is necessary from a “laundry list” of features to specific benefits 
to BBL membership. 

Project Fees: 

Series of 3 sales email sales for 3 distinct audiences:  $5,500 
  Including 2 email follow-ups per audience. 
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SAMPLE Proposal #1 (cont.)
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SAMPLE Proposal #2

The following is the proposal I created after a paid consultation that was done over 
the phone.

David Lee Proposal 

TARGET: TO CREATE A DIRECT MAIL PIECE THAT WILL INCREASE 
RESPONSE FROM TARGETED HOMEOWNERS WISHING TO SELL THEIR 
PROPERTY QUICKLY, AS-IS. 

➢ To create a compelling message to home owners that increases response.
➢ To create a market presence that lends itself to continual flow of qualified prospects

into the sales funnel.
➢ To establish a “voice” for the communication to push the emotional hot buttons of the

target audience and develop rapport.
➢ To structure an offer so powerful, it is impossible to ignore.

CHALLENGES: CUT THROUGH THE CLUTTER OF THE COMPETITION TO 
ESTABLISH A UNIQUE PRESENCE IN THE MARKET. 

IMMEDIATE STEPS: 
1. Obtain targeted lists of homeowners “ripe for the picking” (client responsibility)
2. To fully identify and develop David’s USP.
3. Full elicitation of benefits of responding to the message.
4. To develop an offer that encourages ease of decision to take action.
5. To develop a specific strategy, that will be licensed to David Lee to use in the

Houston metro area. This direct mail piece not to be shared or given to anyone
else in the area and may be used repeatedly by David Lee in his marketing.

FINANCIAL: 
1. This project, including exclusivity in the area, is budgeted at $10,000.
2. Specifics of the sales device to be discussed after commitment to project. While

the sales message will not be lengthy, it is structured very tightly and specifically
to the target audience, and will contain an extremely important “next step” that
greases the sales chute with the prospect. This “next step” will be fully discussed
and coordinated with David.

3. Two alternative headlines will be supplied, so that David may fully test them and
choose the most effective route of delivery.

4. Client will be instructed precisely how to implement the mailing to exacting
specifications. This step is a crucial aspect to the success of the mailing.

TERMS: Fee payable before work begins via e-check in PayPal or Overnight check. 
DEADLINE: To be determined upon commitment to project, but most likely before 
September 1, 2006. Every effort will be made to complete project sooner if possible. 

GUARANTEE: 
1. Up to two revisions of materials within first 30 days.

Client agrees that material will not be shared with anyone else, outside of delivery to his 
target audience.  
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SAMPLE Proposal #3

On the following pages is a sample report and proposal if you were going to go in 
the direction of offering a paid consultation and creating a “Strategic Copywriting 
Intensive”.

This report and proposal is courtesy of Cindy Molchany, and it does include ele-
ments of funnel-building, which you will not be doing. 



 

BUSINESS INTENSIVE REPORT FOR: 
“Christine” 

www.exampleclient.com 
 

Hi Christine, 

 

Thanks for meeting with me to talk about your business, your vision, and your goals. On the call 

we covered a HUGE amount of information. The goal of this report is to bring together all of our 

conversation notes, ideas, hankerings, and thoughts into one coherent place so you can 

implement a solid plan for building out your business. 

 

- You have a compelling suite of program ideas and offerings in the works that I would 

like to help you bring to market. This report primarily summarizes the plan to design and 

develop the launch of your “core” offering - your 6 module parenting course. 

- I will follow up with an outline of how you can approach your business growth after the 

release of your core offer - specifically detailing how you would use a SLO (Self 

Liquidating Offer) funnel to scale to $7000/mo quickly and affordably. 

- Before getting started on any of the above, I recommend you do some fine-tuning to 

your niche selection and understanding of the audience you intend to serve via your 

online business. 

 

I am really excited for what you have in store, and I look forward to working with you further! 

 

Mahalo, 

 

Cindy 

 

Document Contents: 
- Project Plans: Page 2 

- Cost of Tools + Programs: Page 11 

- Average Conversion Rates: Page 12 

- How I can Help (Estimate & Timeline): Page 13 

- A la Carte Menu Pricing: Page 18 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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PROJECT PLANS 
 

Below is Project Plan based on our Business Intensive Call. I am writing out the plan from the 

point of view that I am hired to help you bring this project to life, but as you’ll learn on the 

following pages, there are two additional options: 

 

➔ You can take this plan and execute it yourself or with your team. I am including extreme 

detail as to make this a blueprint for you and your business. 

 

➔ You can work with me as a coaching client where I will help you execute on this plan. 

This “done with you” solution is best for those who want to take ongoing ownership for 

the strategy in their business (you’ll learn a life-long skill) as well as save money by not 

hiring me in a full-service capacity. 

 

PROJECT #1 - Launch mid-priced 6 module course to parents 

with a Webinar Funnel 
 

STEP ONE: Branding & Positioning Pre-Work  

You will really only have to go through this exercise once and can then use it going forward to 

launch follow up offers and funnels. In both my client services and coaching program, I will work 

with you to help you understand each element of your positioning so that ANY product or 

service you bring to market will resonate deeply with your target audience - making them much 

more likely to buy from you and become lifelong customers. 

 

- I recommend reading “Expert Secrets” by Russell Brunson, and systematically going 

through that book to understand: 

- Your Mass Movement 

- Your future-based cause 

- Who you are as the business leader and what your “attractive character” 

will be for your audience 

- The “New Opportunity” you will bring your audience to 

- Understanding who you are “throwing rocks” at in your market to 

others to you. 

- Better identify your ICA (Ideal Client Avatar) and really understand: 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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- Their level of awareness about the problem that you solve (are they problem 

aware, solution aware, product aware, etc)? This will help you understand how 

to communicate with them and what they will respond best to / how best you 

can help them with your content. 

- Where they are consuming (buying) information NOW to help them solve the 

specific problem you are addressing. List out no less than 20 places where 

people are buying help/info. 

- What are their internal based fears around addressing their problem 

(insecurities) 

- What are their external based fears around addressing their problem (excuses) 

- Develop your library of stories that you will use to relate with your ICA and prime them 

to accept your offers. These include: 

- Your origin story (what brought you here and why) 

- Your epiphany story - when/how you had your own (or client’s had their own) 

“ah-ha” moments 

- Your “kind-of-like” stories - In your line of work specifically, you have to make 

sure that you communicate at your ICA’s level of awareness, so most of the time 

you will want to avoid overly clinical terms and words/phrases that may not be 

generally understood well. The best way to overcome this is to have reference 

stories (or “kind-of-like” stories) to substitute for any overly complex language. 

(for example: A sales funnel is “kind-of-like” holding your prospects hand while 

you lead them away from their problem to the solution you offer) 

 

STEP TWO: Define Your Offer 
You have your course built so that it solves a specific problem, but we still need to make sure 

that your course offer includes specific elements that address all objections and that leads your 

students to transformation. 

- Vehicle based beliefs / fears: What can we offer that overcomes any objections that 

someone may have about buying your online course? (i.e. offer a speed-track version 

for those who don’t want to dedicate the time and/or an audio only option for those 

who may want to consume the course while in the car, etc) 

- Internal based beliefs / fears: What can we offer that will overcome one’s own 

insecurities in themselves about taking your course? (i.e. 1:1 calls, additional training 

offers, bonuses, etc) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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- External based beliefs / fears: What can we offer that will overcome any external factors 

that may prevent them from buying your course? (i.e. payment plan, solid refund policy, 

etc) 

 

Deliverables: 

- A well defined and crafted offer to frame out your course that encourages the purchase 

and delivers results. 

 

STEP THREE: Write & Schedule Your 1st Live Signature Webinar 
● Brainstorm best titles and topic 

● Create slide template & slide deck 

● Schedule webinar date 

● Set up webinar sales funnel and pages 

● I will be on hand for two live webinars to make sure they execute smoothly 

 

This will be done in the “Perfect Webinar” format, and targeted specifically to your ICA (Step 

#1). I will interview you and produce a draft script for the webinar. A typical 60-90 minute 

webinar will include upwards of 125 - 175 different slides. Once you have your perfect webinar 

script, you will be able to re-use it in a variety of ways (i.e. shorten it for Facebook Lives, during 

live workshops and talks, in emails, etc). Your script can really become the basis and 

foundational sales message for your business as it relates to this specific product. 

 

Deliverables: 

- Webinar Title & Topic 

- Slide Templates 

- Perfect Webinar Slide Deck (using templates) 

 

STEP FOUR: Create the Webinar Funnel and Buying Process 
I’ll wireframe out the webinar registration page, webinar page, sales page, order form, order 

confirmation forms, and hook it all up to the funnel as well as create the copy for each page 

and draft the various email sequences needed. 

 

Deliverables: 

- Webinar Registration Page 

- Webinar Countdown Page (waiting room) 

- Webinar Watch Page 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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- Webinar Replay Page 

- Sales Page 

- Order form 

- Order Confirmation Forms & emails 

- Pre Webinar Email - Registration Sequence - 3x 

- Pre Webinar Email - Indoctrination Sequence (encourages webinar attendance) - 3x 

- Post Webinar Email - Sales Sequence (those who don’t buy on webinar) - 3x 

- Buyer Follow Up Sequence (Course onboarding sequence) - 5x 

- Complete Funnel Hookups (with email marketing service) 

- Management of 2 live webinars 

 

On our call I talked about the importance of fine-tuning your webinar by doing it live regularly 

to your audience. Ideally, before you automate your webinar and turn it into an evergreen 

product/offer, you perform it at least bi-weekly for 3-6 months so that you can optimize your 

copy, offer and structure in order to increase conversion rates.  

 

Included in the plan to have me build your webinar funnel for you, I or my team will manage 2 

live webinars for you. Additional live management needs will be billed at the hourly rate. 

 

 

 

STEP FIVE: Backend Funnel Build Out - OPTIONAL 
Once the main funnel is built, I can add some backend elements & pages that help bring people 

in who didn’t buy from the webinar back into the buying process. Mainly… 

● The Case Study Video page that leads to Module 1 

Or 

● The Miniature Module 1 of the course directly 
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I’ll build out the order forms, design, and sequencing. Since people will only see this if they 

haven’t 

purchased, the sales pages for the modules will be short, and be comprised of simple videos 

with a bit of 

text. More like a One Time Upsell page. 

 

Deliverables: 

- Case Study Email Sequence 

- Case Study Video Landing Page 

- Order form 

- Order Confirmation Forms & emails 

 

STEP SIX: Write and Record the Video Ad: 
Once the webinar is done, I’ll get a 2 minute video script to you so you can record a great Video 

Ad that converts well.  

 

Deliverables: 

- 2 minute video script 

 

STEP SEVEN: Facebook ads for 60 days with funnel optimization 
Once the funnel is built, I’ll proceed with starting your Facebook Ad Campaign. I am going to 

begin by focusing on 2 primary campaigns, but my proposal allows for three so we can do 

something additional as it comes up! Driving ads serves two purposes: webinar registration and 

list building.  

 

Deliverables: 

- 2 Campaigns with 8-10 audience targets and 3 ads (2 ad creative variations on each ad 

for a total of 6 ads PER ad set) 

- Graphics 

- Audience Setup 

- Placement of FB pixels on proper pages for ads 

- Initial testing for 48 hours to assess audience targeting accuracy 

- Analysis of results and suggestions for ads to leave on/turn off. 

- Monitor ads for 60 days with weekly updates to client and minor tweaks to 

continue optimizing 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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I’m going to focus on two primary campaigns, and then add a third after I have some data. 

The first campaign will be a lead campaign and I’ll run graphic and video ads to your webinar 

funnel. 

The second campaign will be a retargeting campaign and once I have enough of a pixel-ed 

audience, I’ll run ads direct to the case study video to the people who hit the webinar 

registration page, but did not opt -in. 

The third campaign will be determined once we know what’s working. 

● Campaign 1 = Lead Campaigns direct into funnel

● Campaign 2 = Read Campaigns on blog posts to lead into funnel

● Campaign 3 = TBA

I will write copy for the Facebook Ads. 

Course / Membership Site Build Out 
Using Clickfunnels, I will set up your course and integrate it with your funnel so that new buyers 

gain easy access and entry into the paid platform. 

Long-term Content Strategy - Not included in this proposal but worth 

mentioning 
As the funnel gets going, you may want to start sending ads to optimized blog posts with simple 

PDF content upgrades. On the thank you page, you invite them to the case study video or 

directly into the Webinar. 

Marketing Strategy and Consulting 
In order to execute the above funnel over the next 12 weeks, we will need some major strategy 

sessions - This is my specialty, and I will work with you and your team on the following: 

● Detailing / Flushing out Step #1  & #2 above

● FB Ad Strategy and Implementation - including if I need to hire for any Facebook page

management while running the campaigns off of your biz page.

● Analyze email sequencing, customer behavior, and help figuring out what's working and

what isn't.
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● Anything else related to the marketing funnels that's not immediately included in the

project management role.

Included in my “done for you services” I offer twice monthly phone calls for specific birds eye 

view strategy work, where I will review progress, finesses execution plans, and adjust as 

needed. 

Project Management 
Project management activities include overseeing the project by managing project deadlines 

and assignments in Asana, providing guidance, and wrangling the whole thing from both a 

bird's eye view and getting up close and personal with all the details. 

A LOOK AHEAD: 3 months and beyond 

PROJECT #2 - Create and Launch Your SLO (Self Liquidating 

Offer) to help you scale and reach $7000/mo quickly and 

affordably. 
As you move forward, I really encourage you to keep your focus as much on your core offer as 

possible until you have that offer converting at a high rate and can completely automate it. 

Once you are seeing good results from your core offer, and before putting a lot of effort into 

new offers (i.e. your live workshops or membership program), I would first create what is called 

a “Self Liquidating Offer” (aka “SLO”) so that you can start to scale with your initial course 

offering. 

A SLO funnel is where you offer a very low priced product in the front end of your funnel with 

your core offer being further back in your funnel as a follow up offer. The point of a SLO funnel 

is to have your ads pay for themselves. Your intent is not to make any money from selling the 

low priced offer, but instead have the revenue from that product be enough to cover your 

advertising costs. Then all the leads being added to your list and any follow up buyers of your 

core offer come at $0.00 cost to you. 
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Here is what a SLO funnel can look like: 
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Here are the steps you’ll need to take to launch a SLO funnel 

1. Create your low priced digital offer (ebook, short video course, etc). It’s important that

you make something that solves a problem and that you’re meeting your audience at

their level of awareness. It’s also crucial that this initial product will appropriately lead

your audience to your offer. They need to be related and compliment each other

perfectly.

2. Create your landing pages, order pages and order confirmation pages

3. Create your email follow up sequences in order to encourage those who buy your SLO

offer to enroll in your core course (you can send them to your webinar registration

page)

The details of this funnel can only really be worked out once you understand how your 

audience best responds to your core offer. How much content do they consume, in what 

format (video, text, etc), what gets them excited, what illicites fear, etc. 

PROJECT #3 - New Offers Down the Road 
I know you have many more ideas and ways you want to serve your audience, which is 

fantastic. Once your core offer is converting well and you’re able to offset the cost of paid 

traffic with your SLO funnel, then it will be time to start looking to add additional offers to your 

“value ladder”. 

My best piece of advice when creating your value ladder is to make sure that one offer is the 

“next logical step” from the offer before it. Once you solve the initial problem your customers 

have with your core offer, it opens up their world and needs - and gives you the opportunity to 

offer more. What’s the next problem in their specific chain-link of problems you can solve for 

them? When in doubt, ask your clients what they need from you. Try and hold back from ever 

thinking you know what they need from you. 
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Cost of Tools + Programs 

The following is an overview of the tools and programs I recommend for your business (funnel 

software and email marketing software): 

● Clickfunnels = $97-$297 month - let’s start at $97.00 a month - 2 week free trial here

○ Course dashboard

○ Sales pages

○ Lead and optin pages

○ Shopping and Payment Gateway connected with Stripe

○ Automated webinars

● ConvertKit = Starts at $29 month - one month trial here

○ Email sequences and marketing automation

○ Content upgrades

● Facebook Ad Budget: TBD - I recommend starting with a test budget of $500-$1000 so

you can determine cost per click and conversion in your niche; then when you have that

baseline, you can set up a budget that anticipates your revenue goals and speed of

growth.

I’ll also suggest you hook up a custom domain (or sub-domain) to your Clickfunnels account just 

to keep the speed of the funnel running smoothly so as to not affect your primary domain. This 

will require Cloudflare. 

Any additional tools and/or costs will be minor. 
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Average Conversion Rates 

1. Typically, 20% of people will opt in to your webinar when they see the landing page. I

have pages that are converting at 30-68% depending on the client.

2. Between 30-70% of people will watch.

3. Then of those people, somewhere around 1-5% of people will buy.

4. Email open rates for the follow up emails will on average hang between 20-40%.

5. Additional 1-5% purchases off of emails.

Average cost per lead can range wildly from $1 - $10 a lead. If we work together, I’ll provide 

weekly updates to how your ads are doing, and you’ll be able to see through convertkit and 

stripe, how the ads are performing. 

Disclaimer 

Even just a slight change can create wild differences in profit and revenue. Please be advised 

that these are industry averages and they fluctuate. 
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How I Can Help (Estimate + Timeline)

If you’re interested in executing this plan on your own, this report will serve as your blueprint 

as it has everything you need that we discussed during our time together. 

But if hiring a professional to take care of orchestrating your launch and/or building your 

funnels is best for you, I would love to work with you on this project!  

I really try to focus on working with only one client at a time, so ideally, I will need to start June 

5th at the latest , in order to get this up and running within the next 12 weeks . 

I’ve estimated a total cost of approximately $16,075.00 for the project. I used my standard 

pricing structure and then adjusted it to suit your specific project and timeline.  

I’ve attached my pricing sheet on the bottom of this so you can get an idea of how much each 

piece and part of a funnel generally costs.  

For any additional consulting outside of the project scope, I’ll bill at $250 an hour and block in 

buckets of four sessions. Hourly rate for tech work is $80 an hour, and design work is $100/hr. 

After the completion of the initial project I am also happy to consider an ongoing relationship or 

additional larger scale projects. 

Assuming you like everything in this report, I’ll send a final proposal with itemized deliverables, 

a contract, and invoice. After the completion of the initial project I am also happy to consider 

an ongoing relationship or additional larger scale projects. 

On the next page is some additional information to help you make a decision: 
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How I Work (“Done For You” Services)

Roles 

Cindy: Wrangles project management of Sales Funnels & Launches, any and all technical 

aspects of said projects, and breathes all things client service. 

Communication 

Official Communication 

1. I am generally online and in the office Monday through Friday 9am-5pm

a. I am accessible via email or voxer during these times EXCEPT when I am running

a live training webinar and/or with other clients. I turn off all notifications during

these scheduled events.

2. I operate in the EST/EDT time zone

3. Email response time is within 8 hours

4. I am available by phone through the scheduler {in the amount of calls the proposal

allows}

5. I also communicate with clients and coaching students via the Voxer app. My username

is: cmolchany. This is a great app to be able to send each other voice memos, ideas, and

feedback.

6. Please resist sending me any important business related communication via direct

message on Facebook or via text messages. Because of the amount of notifications I

receive daily from those two channels, I tend to turn off notifications and check those

channels only periodically.

Unofficial Communication 

This is the "I reserve our right to not do this...but honestly...this is really what you can expect..." 

:) 

1. I am usually online and checking email between 7am - 8pm Monday through Friday EST

2. Email response time is usually more like 1 hour, unless I am on the phone with another

client or hosting a live training with my coaching clients.
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3. I am usually online and checking email on Saturdays and Sundays between 8am-12pm,

but I generally only respond to urgent communications on the weekends.

Scheduling Meetings with Cindy Molchany 

If at any time during our contract together we need to talk, you can book an appointment here. 

https://calendly.com/cmolchany/chat 

“Done for You” Services Project Management Tool: Asana & Slack 

Depending on what you have hired me for, there may be an opportunity for you to come into 

Asana and/or Slack and work with me and my team directly. We promise it’s not that hard, and 

once you get used to it, you won’t want to leave. We have fun in there! 

Asana is a great tool for assigning and tracking tasks, sharing documents and graphics, and 

getting a big picture view of the project’s status. Don’t feel like you have to be in there checking 

everything over, or responding to every single status update. In fact, some of my clients decide 

not to jump in at all. The choice is totally up to you! 

“Done for You” Services File Management: Google Docs & Dropbox 

In terms of the way I manage our documents and tools, the most effective way is to use Google 

Docs and Dropbox. The reason for this is: 

1. We can commute on Google Docs together with the comments area.

2. There is always a live updated version.

3. I do not use Word products so if you send something that is a Word doc (or excel, ppt

etc), I cannot open it and have to transfer it into Google Docs. #bummer

“Done for You” Services: Super Important! 

When we start working together I will create a folder that you have access to and at any point 

that you want to share documents with me it is really important that you share it with 

cindy@cindymolchany.com . This is the Google Drive account that I use. If you send it to any 

other personal email I won’t be able to open it! 

“Done for You” Services: Invoicing 
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I invoice through 17hats. My Robot Admin Assistant ‘17 Hatita’ will automatically send you 

reminders of payment so if you get one of those please don’t think that I am sitting there 

pressing the ‘remind’ button myself. I don’t need to do this because she is so persistent! 

Finally, I try really hard to stick to the timeline that has been laid out in the proposal. Usually, 

there are a certain number of deliverables that have been assigned so I do my best to make 

sure that I hit that deadline. 

Things that slow the deadline down are: 

● Excessive revisions

● Inability to make decisions, changing minds on strategy etc.

● Delay in getting me the elements needed to get the work done, such as: copy, graphics,

photos, etc.

If at any point during our contract you have to suspend the contract, I will take a look at the 

deliverables that have been given to you until now and figure out a fair payment and then you 

can pause your contract. When you choose to restart, I cannot guarantee number one priority 

or your place in line because I have to continue doing business. 

A few other facts about Cindy that are good to know when working with her: 

- She lives in Pennsylvania (but grew up in Hawai’i and intends to move back soon!)

- She meditates every morning with her husband and has a very structured morning

routine that keeps her in balance, happy, and healthy.

- She has a knack for copywriting and tech and has a “get sh** done” attitude.

- She will swear for emphasis when she feels it’s appropriate.

- When the weather is nice, she takes a mid-day break and goes on a 4-mile walk on the

river path outside of her house.

- During the summer when the weather is really nice, she’ll take a river tube with her on

this walk, hop in 2 miles up the road, and float home.

- These floats do happen Monday-Friday sometimes :)

- She tends to communicate in a very direct way - telling it like she sees it.

- She has only the best intentions and is that way in part because she is obsessed about

her client’s businesses and getting them the results they desire.

If you’ve gotten to this point of the page, good for you. You’re the kind who reads the fine 

print, I can tell :). I look forward to getting to know you better over the next weeks and months. 

Mahalo, 
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Cindy 

www.cindymolchany.com 

A la Carte Pricing Sheet 

Copywriting 

Includes two rounds of edits 

1. Short Sales Page {up to 1500 words} $500

2. Longform Sales Copy {up to 3000 words} $1000

3. 7 Minute VSL Script {up to 2000 words} $800

4. 45 Minute VSL Script {up to 4000 words} $1600

5. Welcome Sequence {5 emails, up to 800 words each} $550

6. Upsell Sequence {5 emails, up to 800 words each} $550

7. Sales Email {up to 1500 words} $800

8. Launch Sequence {up to 10 emails, including 2 sales emails} $2000

9. 90 Minute Webinar Presentation {apx 125-175 slides - done a la “Perfect Webinar”

format} $4000

10. Landing Page Copy {up to 800 words} $500

11. Web Copy {up to 800 words} $300/page

Funnel Design & Tech Set Up 

Includes Funnel build out in Clickfunnels, design and tech set up in the backend. 

1. Landing Page Design $450

2. Short Sales Page $750

3. Long Sales Page $1000

4. Order Forms (includes Order Confirmation Page & Order Confirmation Emails) $200

5. Miscellaneous Short Pages (i.e. webinar replay pages, etc) $100

6. Membership/Course Area {with 2 Lesson Templates} $1000

7. Affiliate Access SetUp {Login Page, Access Area} $1500

FB Ad Campaigns 
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30 Day Campaign $997 

1. 1 Campaign with 5-8 audience targets and 3 ads (2 ad creative variations on each ad for

a total of 6 ads)

a. Copy

b. Graphics

c. Audience Setup

2. Placement of FB pixels on proper pages for ads

3. Initial testing for 48 hours to assess audiences

4. Analysis of results and suggestions for ads to leave on/turn off

5. Monitor ads for 30 days with weekly updates to client and minor tweaks to continue

optimizing

6. {each additional campaign is $297}

90 Day Campaign $2497 

1. 3 Campaigns with 5-8 audience targets and 3 ads (2 ad creative variations on each ad)

a. Copy

b. Graphics

c. Audience Setup

2. Placement of FB pixels on proper pages for ads

3. Initial testing for 48 hours to assess audiences

4. Analysis of results and suggestions for ads to leave on/turn off

5. Monitor ads for 90 days with weekly updates to client

6. Up to 3-5 adjustments on each campaign to better optimize

7. {each additional campaign is $297}

Course Creation & Digital Media 

1. Powerpoint/Keynote Branded Template (up to 25 template slides) $250

2. Powerpoint/Keynote Presentation (animated, up to 50 slides) $650

3. Worksheets $20 a sheet (reduce price for multiples using the same template $10)

4. PDF Downloads $50 graphical page, $15 for a text page

5. Transcription $50 an hour (amount determined by length of video)

6. Course set up (loading of content) $50 an hour

Consulting & Strategy 

1. 2hr. Business Intensive $1000

2. 2hr. Sales Funnel Intensive $1000
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3. 2hr Course Curriculum Intensive $1000

4. Launch Consulting (set of 8 1hr. calls over 16 weeks) $4000

5. Project Management for launch or funnel ($150 an hour)

Typical Launch Package 

COPY and DESIGN of sales page, launch email sequence, and order forms 

1. Longform Sales Copy {up to 3000 words} $1000

2. Long Sales Page Design $1000

3. Order Forms $150

4. Launch Sequence {up to 10 emails, including 2 sales emails} $2000

LIST BUILDING 

1. Landing Page Copy {up to 800 words} $500 (for primary lead magnet)

2. Landing Page Design $450 (for primary lead magnet)

3. PDF Lead Magnet (usually around $250-300 - more if you want a quiz)

4. 90 Day FB Campaign $2497 (this is for the three months prior to launch to generate your

list)

5. Landing Page Design $450 (for live webinar or possible challenge sign up)

COURSE BUILDING 

1. Membership/Course Area {with 2 Lesson Templates} $1000

2. Affiliate Access SetUp {Login Page, Access Area} $1500

3. Powerpoint Branded Template (up to 25 template slides) $200

4. Worksheets $20 a sheet (reduce price for multiples using the same template $10)

COACHING/CONSULTING 

1. Launch Consulting (set of 8 1hr. calls over 16 weeks) $4000

Estimated cost - $15,000 - $20,000 for everything including 16 weeks of coaching/consulting. 

Typical Sales Funnel (assuming course or product is already built) 

1. Landing Page Copy {up to 800 words} $500 (for primary lead magnet)

2. Landing Page Design $450 (for primary lead magnet)

3. PDF Lead Magnet (usually around $250-300 - more if you want a quiz)
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4. Short Form Sales Copy tripwire $500

5. Short Form Sales Page Design $750

6. Upsell Page with VSL $450 + $800

7. Alternate Core Offer Sales Page Copy $1000

8. Alternate Core Offer Sales Page Design $1000

9. Order Forms $150

10. 90 Day FB Ads and funnel maintenance $2400 {approx $800 a month}

Estimated Cost: - Around $8000 for everything over the course of 8-12 weeks. 

High Ticket Webinar Funnel 

1. Landing Page Copy {up to 800 words} $500 registration page

2. Landing Page Design $450 registration page

3. Countdown Page Design $250

4. Watch Page Design $250

5. Upsell Sequence {5 emails, up to 800 words each} $550

6. 90 Minute Webinar Presentation {apx 125-175 slides - done a la “Perfect Webinar”

format} $4000

7. Powerpoint/Keynote Branded Template (up to 25 template slides) $250

8. 90 Days FB ads $2500

9. Application Setup $300

10. Calendar Setup $150

Estimated Cost: $9,200 when leads to application and discovery call. If webinar leads to sales 

page - then add an additional $2150 for the sales page and checkout area. 
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